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It exist Afghan style solution 
 
Dear Mr. President Karzai, 
 
I know, you will not put your attention to the link at the bottom, but I am 
sending it to you to see it, what kind of government you have and what kind 
of Parliament exist in Kabul and cities. No body want to blame any body, 
but 
we see the staffs of your government and their actions and the member of 
parliament and their actions in the past and at the present time. 
You will never be able to establish peace and security in country even with 
support of 200000 foreigner soldiers and with Pakistan support, you are 
playing double games, in reality you do not care about the nation and their 
suffering. The nation was patient to you during the seven years, but as it 
saying enough is enough! 
 
You know may be, that your surrounded people are cooperating with the 
Talibans, may be with your agreement, if you do not know it, then I am 
telling it to you now. 
 
Do you know the behavior of boarder people in country?, in case if you know 
it, then they can be not bring under control by using heavy weapon and 
insulting. 
 
You had to be honest to the nation, you would not misused its trust and 
hope, you had to start projects in country, specially in critical areas, I 
tried to motivate you, but you did not care. 
 
The nation is real power and you never understood it, your preferential for 
your ruling in country was it to serve for killer, criminals and corrupted 
elements. It is cheating to say, that it did not exist other choice, no it 
existed the best chance to keep them away from power, you had to act as 
president of Afghanistan to guide the direction of future of nation and not 
followed the dirty politic game of Mr. Khalizad. 
 
You have put nation into trouble and the people are angry on you and on 
your 
government now, you damaged the best existed chance for peace, security in 
country and dream of prosperity of nation. 
Thanks your actions the Taliban are enjoying the present situation in 
country.  
 
How it is possible, that you as President to implore the killer, criminals 
in Parliament and the member of your government through your hypocrite 
speech in parliament and said like as slave of them and as President: 
 
"PLEASE STOP CORRUPTIONS, OCCUPYING THE PROPERTIES OF HELPLESS PEOPLE"! 
 
It is shameful, you had to act as president against them and not implore 
them! 
 
An other your huge mistake is it, that you are going from time to time to 
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some provinces and announcing regard their innocent killed people and 
wished 
them paradise und promised their related to send all of them to MEKKA, what 
kind of dirty game you are playing? 
It is a joke in country now: 
 
Mr. installed President has no power and he is liar and worst actor! 
 
All Afghans convinced of your treacherous game, that you want to stamp all 
Pashtonen as Taliban and eliminate and insult them, the Alliance of Nation 
and Afghan Mellat are supporting you with enthusiasm! 
 
You opened a second dirty game, namely to motivate the fanatic follower 
Hazaras of Iran regime to demonstrate in Kabul city their exported barbaric 
actions, such action will have the same effect like the fanatic Taliban and 
the result at it will be to eliminate the Hazaras with the reason, that 
they 
are following the instructions of Iran regime. In such case, we will 
continue the war in Afghanistan for decade! 
 
Shashojagh had more courage than you, he could tell to the patriots at 
least, he has no power, he is sitting in his palace as prison, but you have 
the impudence to announce your nomination for the next artificial election. 
 
You are announcing in additional that you are condemning the killing of 
innocent people and you are claiming regular for it by foreigners 
commanders, but no body is listening to you. 
 
The people are telling to you as answer, if the situation is so as you are 
describing "why you do not prefer respectable resigning"??? 
 
Mr. G. W. Bush selected group is impertinent, they Mr. Jalali and Mr. 
Ashraf 
Ghani) are reflecting to nominate themselves for the next artificial 
election too. I am sure the killer group will announce its nomination too 
soon( may be Mr. Rabani and may be Golabzoi), YES we have there pseudo 
exported democracy now!!! 
 
Mr. Jalali and Mr. Ashraf Ghani are at the same level guilty for the 
killing 
of innocent people like you, because both of them including Mr. Anwarul Haq 
Ahadi and Alliance of Nation attended by creation of dirty foundation for 
killing, insulting and robbing the nation! 
 
It is a circus, it is shameful to act with nation in such a way. If I would 
you, I would not nominate myself for the next symbolic election including 
Mr. Jalali and Mr. Ashraf Ghani and an other parsites. 
 
The best solution is to let provisional government with qualified, honest 
and to nation close personalities in cooperation with UN for limited time, 
such personalities are existing, then you will see it, how fast it will be 
establish peace, security and the nation will get hope of prosperity in 
country and killer and criminals will be brought to international court in 
Kabul.  
 
Al Qaida and its supporter will disappear with support of nation, no body 
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wants to have WAHABISM and IRAN REGIME exported barbaric religion 
influences. 
 
 
May be you remember it, I made such similar suggest in present of 
Mr. Arsala ( he was at that time your 1. Deputy) very clear in Arg 2003, 
but 
I could not get any replay later on! 
 
 
You should not count so much on 10% Mr. Zardari, he has his own dream, 
BROTHER BROTHER saying should be not take serious by such people, he 
collected 10% commission when his wife was premier minister in Islam Abad! 
 
Pakistan, Iran and Russian put already with your help in government and in 
Parliament their spies, CIA failed and CIA put its own country, Afghanistan 
and Iraq into huge huge horrible disaster. 
 
I know, you praised by USA and EU at beginning and you became arrogant 
egoistical, you will not hear and read any voice of innocent peoples. 
 
Mr. elected President of USA will increase the amount of soldiers, but he 
will realize it, that it will create more trouble and he had to listen then 
to patriots and accept the willing of Afghan Nation!!! 
 
 
 
Best regards 
 
Gharwal 
 
 
P.S: Please read the below links too: 
 
 
http://www.afghan-
german.de/upload/Tahlilha_PDF/laila_reshtia_dastan_ba_khoo 
n_agheshta.pdf 
 
 
 
http://www.webnews.de/kommentare/58205/0/Deutsche-in-Afghanistan-Beliebte-
Ziele.html 

   

  


